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The aim of this study is to provide the optimum operating conditions for enhancing in-flight alumina
particle heating as much as possible for particle spheroidization and aggregation of melted particles using
a DC-RF hybrid plasma flow system even at constant low operating power based on the thermofluid
considerations. It is clarified that the swirl flow and higher operating pressure enhance the particle
melting and aggregation of melted particles coupled with increasing gas temperature downstream of a
plasma uniformly in the radial direction at constant electrical discharge conditions.
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1. Introduction

A DC-RF hybrid plasma flow system, which is com-
bined with a radio frequency inductively coupled plasma
(RF-ICP) flow and a direct current (DC) plasma jet, is
expected as one of the next-generation thermal plasma
system because it has weak back flow, large high-
temperature volume, long plasma flame, and high enthalpy
(Ref 1, 2). Therefore, it is very important to investigate
the optimum operating inlet flow conditions for in-flight
powder melting processes using a DC-RF hybrid plasma
flow system even at constant low operating power without
changing any DC and RF power level and RF frequency
to increase the process and energy efficiencies from the
stand point of flow control (Ref 3-6). This is because there
are complex and strong interactions among ICP discharge,
DC plasma jet, and in-flight powders, furthermore, diffi-
culty in fine control of a few micro size powder feeding.
Although there are a few papers on modeling of DC-RF
sources (Ref 7, 8), the integrated correlation among
plasma flow characteristics, in-flight particle behavior, and
processed particle properties has not been clarified
experimentally in detail (Ref 9-12).

In this study, the effects of operating pressure, swirl
flow, quenching gas flow rate and quench gas composition

on gas temperature downstream of a plasma, particle
velocity, and particle temperature are experimentally
clarified for a DC-RF hybrid plasma flow system at con-
stant low operating power. Furthermore, particle size
distribution and morphology of in-flight-processed alu-
mina powder are also clarified correlating to the various
kinds of operating flow conditions based on our previous
thermofluid considerations (Ref 9). The final objective is
to provide the optimum operating conditions for enhanc-
ing in-flight powder heating as much as possible for
spheroidization and aggregation of melted powders using
a DC-RF hybrid plasma flow system even at constant low
operating power without changing any electrical condi-
tions by parametric approach (Ref 13).

2. Experimental Setup and Procedure

Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of a DC-RF
hybrid plasma flow system for in-flight powder processing.
A detailed schematic illustration of a DC-RF hybrid
plasma torch is also shown in Fig. 2 for sufficient clear
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Nomenclature

dp particle diameter (lm)

p operating pressure (kPa)

Qc central gas flow rate (N‘/min)

Qcarrier particle carrier gas flow rate (N‘/min)

Qq quench gas flow rate (N‘/min)

Qsh sheath gas flow rate (N‘/min)

Qsw swirl gas flow rate (N‘/min)

Tg gas temperature (K)

Tp particle temperature (K)

Vp particle velocity (m/s)
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understanding of the inlet flow conditions. The anode
nozzle is copper and cathode is copper-tungsten with
3 mm diameter in a DC torch. The outer diameter of DC
torch and inner quartz tube are 38 and 44 mm, respec-
tively. The inner diameter of RF coil is 64 mm and its
inclination is 6�. Three turn coils are located 15, 25, and
35 mm from a DC torch exit. RF power supplied to the
RF induction coil is 6.6 kW, 4 MHz, and DC power is
1 kW, respectively. The working gas for plasma flow is
argon, and quench gas is argon or nitrogen. The operating
pressure is 33 and 53 kPa. The sheath gas is passed axially
downward along the inner quartz tube wall for cooling the
wall. The swirl gas is injected tangentially from opposing
two holes at the DC torch inlet coupled with sheath gas.
The central gas is introduced along the outside of cathode
to produce the plasma jet. The flow rates of sheath gas Qsh

without swirl or with Qsw, central gas Qc, and quench gas
Qq are 20, 3, and 0-50 N‘/min, respectively. When the
powder is injected to the plasma flow, a carrier gas is also
injected around the core of DC torch as shown in Fig. 2.
The powder carrier gas Qcarrier is 0.5 N‘/min for particle
trajectory velocimetry (PTV) method and 0.8 N‘/min for
in-flight powder processing. The quench gas is passed from
the tube ring with 12 holes of 2 mm diameter which is
located 130 mm downstream from a torch exit as shown

in Fig. 1. Only alumina particles (Ref 14-17) with 4 lm are
supplied at 0.2 g/min as the initial precursors for easiest
powder melting at constant low operating power, although
control of constant small amount of a few micron powder
feeding is difficult due to the particle aggregation in a
feeding tube with 2 mm in diameter. The melting tem-
perature of alumina is 2319 K.

The gas temperature is measured by thermoresistant
W-Re thermocouple at z = 196 mm without a correction of
radiation loss and thermal conduction loss from the ther-
mocouple because the emissivity and thermal conductivity
of the surface of ceramic coating thermocouple can not be
exactly evaluated. However, the range of experimental
uncertainty lies from 14 to 57% for directly measured
temperature of 1000 K, when considering both assumed
losses. The in-flight particle temperature and particle
velocity for alumina with 15 lm are also measured by
two-wave length pyrometry at 700 and 800 nm and PTV
method, respectively, in a spray watch system at z =
196 mm (Ref 18). The measurement principle of PTV
is that particle velocity can be obtained by the ratio of
flight distance of targeted particle with pulsed laser
reflection in the photo image to the exposure time of CCD
camera. Furthermore, the in-flight processed powders are
collected only at the bottom of a system, which is 870 mm
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of a DC-RF hybrid plasma flow system for in-flight powder processing
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downstream from a DC nozzle exit. The particle size
distribution is measured by particle size analyzer
(MT3000, Microtrac Inc.) after 90 s ultrasonic treatment.
The particle size and particle morphology are character-
ized by scanning electron microscope (SEM, S4100,
Hitachi).

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

Figure 3(a) to (d) shows photos of plasma flow view
from observation window for various operating conditions
without powder injection. The exposure time of camera is
1 ms. Unfortunately, the high-speed imaging for plasma
behavior is not shown in this study. The operating condi-
tions are as follows:

(a) p = 53 kPa, Qc = 3 N‘/min, Qsw = 20 N‘/min, Qq,Ar =
0 N‘/min

(b) p = 33 kPa, Qc = 3 N‘/min, Qsw = 20 N‘/min, Qq,Ar =
0 N‘/min

(c) p = 33 kPa, Qc = 3 N‘/min, Qsw = 20 N‘/min, Qq,Ar =
50 N‘/min

(d) p = 33 kPa, Qc = 3 N‘/min, Qsw = 20 N‘/min, Qq;N2
=

5 N‘/min

A plasma flame elongates downstream at low operating
pressure in Fig. 3(b) compared with that in Fig. 3(a). The
plasma is still stable and it has clear flame even for large
quench flow rate of argon in Fig. 3(c), but plasma volume
is small with sharp-edged plasma tail. Furthermore,
plasma itself becomes visibly unstable with fluctuating
emission and moving of plasma flame, detected through
eye observation for giving even small quench flow rate of
nitrogen gas in Fig. 3(d). This unstable plasma behavior
can also be observed by increasing the sheath gas flow
rates in the previous study (Ref 19). This is because large
energy is consumed in the RF coil region by dissociation
and ionization of injected quench nitrogen gas, which
returns upstream along the quartz tube wall from the
quench location toward the RF coil discharge tail due to
the back flow along the RF tube wall without powder
injection (Ref 8, 9).

Figure 4(a) and (b) shows the radial distribution of gas
temperature at z = 196 mm and p = 33 and 53 kPa without
swirl to clarify the effects of argon gas quench flow rate
and operating pressure on the gas temperature decrease
in the downstream. Unfortunately, there is lack of
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Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of a DC-RF hybrid plasma torch
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experimental data less than 15 mm due to the thermal
fatigue of thermocouple and the influence of many elec-
trons in a DC jet at a high operating pressure as shown in
Fig. 4(b). The decrease in the gas temperature down-
stream of a plasma ranges from 15 to 50% with increase in
the quench gas flow rates more than 20 N‘/min. The gas
temperature at p = 53 kPa in Fig. 4(b) is about 20% higher
especially for quench flow rates of 50 N‘/min than that at
p = 33 kPa in Fig. 4(a) due to the active collision between
the high energetic electrons and heavy particles in a higher
operating pressure. This means that the effect of quench
gas flow rate on gas temperature decrease is large at lower
operating pressure in the present experimental conditions.

Figure 5 shows the radial distributions of gas temper-
ature at z = 196 mm to clarify the swirl effect. There is
a large difference of temperature between core region
and near tube wall without swirl flow in Fig. 4(a). On the
other hand, there is a small difference of gas temperature
between core and near tube wall showing relatively uni-
form in the radial direction and also decrease in temper-
ature with quench gas being smaller than that without
swirl as shown in Fig. 5. This is because the hot core of DC
jet diffuses toward the quartz tube wall and is mixed with
high-temperature region of ICP by centrifugal force due to
the swirling sheath gas.

Figure 6 shows the radial distributions of gas temper-
ature downstream of a plasma to clarify the effect of
nitrogen quench gas. When even small amount of nitrogen
gas is injected more than 5 N‘/min as a quench gas, plasma
flow becomes unstable and disappears due to only disso-
ciation of nitrogen as shown in Fig. 3(d). Since there is a
upper limitation of injected nitrogen quench gas flow rate
for producing a stable plasma flow due to only dissociation
of reversing nitrogen gas flow at a low electric power,
quenching effect by small amount of nitrogen gas is rela-
tively small in this system.

Figure 7(a) and (b) shows the correlation between
in-flight particle velocity and particle temperature without
and with swirl for various quench gas flow conditions and
operating pressure at z = 196 mm. The particle velocity
decreases at p = 53 kPa due to smaller plasma velocity and
larger particle drag independent of swirl flow. But, the
particle velocity generally increases with large argon
quench gas flow rate at p = 53 kPa due to the increase in
momentum transfer from quench gas flow. The particle
temperature shows nearly 2000 K for both of argon
quench gas flow rates and operating pressure due to uni-
form gas mixing and particle heating by swirl flow as
shown in Fig. 7(b). On the other hand, both the parti-
cle velocity and particle temperature show scattered

Fig. 3 (a-d) Plasma photos for various operating conditions
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distributions for nitrogen quench gas injection due to
nonuniform particle trajectory and particle heating in an
unstable plasma flow condition with dissociation of

reversing nitrogen gas flow and momentum transfer of
heavy nitrogen gas as shown in Fig. 3(d).

Figure 8(a) to (c) shows the typical Al2O3 SEM
micrographs of initial precursor and in-flight processed

Fig. 4 (a, b) Radial distributions of gas temperature with
operating pressure

Fig. 5 Radial distributions of gas temperature with swirl

Fig. 6 Radial distributions of gas temperature with nitrogen
quench gas

Fig. 7 (a, b) Correlation between particle temperature and
particle velocity for various operating conditions
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powders under operating pressure of 33 kPa without swirl
and quench gas and under operating pressure of 53 kPa
with swirl and without quench gas, respectively. The
morphology geometry of initial precursor is polygonal in
Fig. 8(a). Some of processed powders are spherical due to
the surface tension of fusion particle as shown in Fig. 8(b),
although mean spheroidization rate is about 35% at the
system bottom, which is located 870 mm downstream
from a DC torch exit. The spheroidization rate is defined
as the ratio of number of spherical particles to that of the
total particles collected at the system bottom after plasma
treatment in the SEM image. The aggregation and com-
bination of partially melted particles are observed forming
eight times larger particle compared with raw alumina
powder, for example, in the case of swirl and higher
operating pressure in Fig. 8(c).

Figure 9 shows the particle size distributions to clarify
the effects of swirl flow, operating pressure, and quench
gas for four cases, when the processed powders are col-
lected at the system bottom. The reference condition for
case 1 is PDC = 1 kW, Qsh = 20 N‘/min, p = 33 kPa, and
Qq,Ar = 0 N‘/min. The dashed line shows the precursor
particle size distribution before plasma treatment of which
mean diameter is 4 lm. The sum of powder weights col-
lected at the bottom in all the four cases is smaller than

that of the raw alumina powder fed into the apparatus.
This means that the particle collection ratio is below 1 in
all the four cases. This is because the partial evaporation
of particle and particle deposition onto the side wall and
other inside walls have occurred. In case 1, the particle
size increases only forming particles between 10 and
30 lm due to a small amount of particle surface melting
and spheroidization as shown in Fig. 8(b). In case 2 with
swirl, the count percentage increases still more ranging
from 10 to 30 lm due to melting and subsequent particle
aggregation by active thermal diffusion as shown in Fig. 5.
In case 3 with high operating pressure, a wide spread of
particle size distribution forming particles between 10 and
300 lm is shown, and some particle diameter increases
considerably due to active melting with long residence
time of particle in a high-temperature region (Ref 11) and
subsequent active aggregation and combination of par-
tially melted particles as shown in Fig. 7(b) and 8(c). This
case shows the optimum operating condition to make a
bigger size of particles with aggregation. In case 4 with
quench gas injection, the count percentage of large
aggregated particle more than 100 lm decreases consid-
erably since particle melting and aggregation are sup-
pressed by quenching effect.

4. Conclusions

An experimental study is conducted to obtain the
optimum operating flow conditions for in-flight alumina
powder processing in particle size and morphology con-
trols using a DC-RF hybrid plasma flow system at constant
low operating power based on thermofluid considerations.
The obtained results are as follows:

1. The plasma flame elongates downstream at low
operating pressure. The plasma volume is small and
plasma itself becomes unstable when even small
amount of nitrogen quench gas is injected in the
downstream of a plasma.

Fig. 8 (a-c) SEM micrographs of initial precursor and in-flight
processed alumina powders

Fig. 9 Particle size distributions for various operating condi-
tions
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2. The gas temperature downstream of a plasma
becomes radially uniform by giving swirl gas. The gas
temperature considerably decreases with increase in
the argon gas quench flow rate more than 20 N‘/min
at low operating pressure without swirl, but increases
at high operating pressure.

3. The particle velocity decreases at high operating
pressure due to larger drag force resulting in larger
in-flight residence time. The particle temperature is
nearly 2000 K both for operating pressure and quench
gas flow rate with swirl flow. When nitrogen quench
gas is injected, particle velocity and particle temper-
ature show scattered distribution due to the plasma
flow fluctuation.

4. In the in-flight alumina powder processing, melting
amount of powders increases with increase in oper-
ating pressure and swirl flow, forming spherical par-
ticles and larger aggregated particles. But, particle
aggregation is suppressed by quenching gas in the
downstream of a plasma.

5. The swirl gas flow and higher operating pressure are
considerably effective key operating parameters for
in-flight powder processing at constant low electric
power operation of a complex DC-RF hybrid plasma
flow system.
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